We are one

Carmelle Tsai

The bell of freedom rings,
it rings of sound,
sound that is a circle,
a circle of endless dreams and wishes
that is what rings.

The circle is ours
one that we are all part of
a circle of hands of all colors joined
joined together with the equal feelings of one
one family is what we are made to be.

Dreams float,
let ours touch yours,
connecting ourselves as a bracelet of brotherhood,
we are the pearls,
the ones that are on this special bracelet,
we must all be equal,
one as it's unique individual on this special bracelet.

Still, we are individuals,
but we have our similarities,
inside our soul,
we have something,
something in the word of love.

Love must bring us together,
if we weren't together,
life isn't worth a thing,
we must all join together,
a mix of all colors,
without all the colors,
the rainbow of life wouldn't be complete.